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Breaking News : new guidelines for tax credit 
go into effect April 18th  

A couple comments to get started 

VW on way to college runs out of charge 

Don’t think like gas
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         Upcoming Sessions 
2.                         Chargers  
3                          Charging 
4                            Range 
5       A Short list of  EVS currently available  
6    Alphabet soup  BIB  = NEVI  =  CEJA =   IRA 
         (  & things might change a little  ) 
       ( will change a little with questions )  

Looking Into Electric Cars
Session 1 : Intro
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Session 1 : Intro

The roots of EVs go 
back to the early 1800s. 

With the first electric 
car dating to about 

1830.

Looking Into Electric Cars

August 1916 map of EV chargers

Year and make of this car not 
mentioned in article
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I have a BMW i3 (2017) 
purchased during 2020 

covid lockdown. 
The Mini-Cooper is built on 

the same platform.

Session 1 : Intro All cars are basically the same

BMW  i3Mini-Cooper EV 
The only one that they currently plan 
to make. That’s one vehicle - not one 

model
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This is the VW MEB 
Platform 

All EVs are built on a 
similar platform and 
somehow manage to 
make very different 

cars.     

Session 1 : Intro All cars are basically the same
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Session 1 : Intro All cars are basically the same

VW ID.4
Audi Q4 e-tron

European Ford 
Explorer

And sometimes its 
the exact same 
platform - all of 
these are on the 

VW MEB platform
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Looking Into Electric Cars
Session 1 : Intro

Some people 
won’t adapt to 
the differences



A few myths 
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ChargePoint  
Equals about $.08/mile

Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

Electrify America $ .13/mile  
(Note charging speed 12 times 

faster) I consider the extra money 
well spent since I get to leave 3 

hours sooner. At Home I get about $ .025/mile



Its nice that when someone 
mentions an EV fire, Almost 

immediately there is a gas car fire I 
can counter with.  

Note: that hybrids have the most.
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Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

Kelley Blue Book



2023  Nissan Leaf S starts at   
MSRP $28,040 

Minus the Federal Tax credit - $7500.  
(Oops rule change) 

 (Also,  IL rebate $4000 -now gone) 
(Maybe) 

So the Leaf is $28,040 ( NEW ) 


Chevy Bolt 1LT  $26,500

This price becomes $19000 after fed credit


 I will check on Illinois rebate before session 5


This is just the purchase price and doesn’t take 
into account the lower total cost of ownership. 
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Session 1 : Intro A few myths 
EVs are expensive.
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Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

The grid can’t handle the load 
of EV charging.  

When home AC became 
popular,  

they said the same thing. 
And the grid was OK. 

Now with V2X EVs actually 
help the grid.



“The long tail pipe” -EVs powered by coal plants
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Article on Freethink June 2022

Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

Illinois electricity is about the national average at 25% coal. 
And the 12th cleanest in the US.  



Cost is one 
reason to 
like EVs. 

But wait - 
there’s 
More. 
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Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

New York Times



And some are just a 
little misleading 

An apple to oranges 
comparison that sounds OK 
. . . until you think about it.
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Session 1 : Intro A few myths 

GMAuthority
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Will show very few videos. They run soooo long 
I will mention some and put a link in the downloads. 

Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

Most of the EV videos ramble on more than I do.  
So many of them talk and talk. After 30 minutes to an hour, you realize they 

said very little.   

There was one where a gas and electric pickup truck with a huge trailer did a 
range test.  No surprise the gas went farther. A surprise for me, neither truck 

made it to the destination without stopping.  
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Amazon Loves Their Rivian Delivery Vans 
(Update EV vans have now delivered over 75 million packages)

Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xESX82kwjn4
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

Private sector fleet managers like saving money.  A big item is how 
EVs have lower maintenance and reduced down time.    

Then there is the lower energy costs.   A lot of EVs have an MPGe 
around a hundred.  MPGe is based on the energy of a gallon of gas



Except for the US postal service.  At one time the largest private fleet 
of vehicles  ( now second )  The federal Government is offering 

money to cover the cost of buying EVs to convert fleet to as close to 
100% electric as possible.   The little trucks that drive past my house 

are estimated to save $8000 per year per vehicle.
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

The PO has accepted 
the money to go EV, but 
is frequently changing 

what percentage that is .

Update



Police cars like “last mile” 
delivery vehicles spend long 
hours in service.  The long 

hours and miles generate large 
fuel savings. And large savings 
on maintenance costs and less 

downtime.
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

EVs are better cars than gas 

 too quiet - Kinda bad – can scare people  

too  quick - Kinda bad – speed is tempting
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

Cost of energy - very low especially in town 

Cost of maintenance - very low  
most items are per time interval not mileage.  

Things like cabin air filter and tire rotation.   
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

It drives better 

Always nice and smooth 

I like driving mine more than the Mercedes roadster 
convertible I used to have. 

 (But sometimes I miss the top down part.)       

Love Hate  <=>  One Pedal Driving
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 
EVs help reduce air pollution.
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Session 1 : Intro

Automobile exhaust is 
still dangerous. 

Why people love them 
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Session 1 : Intro

Illinois is 12th 
cleanest grid for 

electric cars

Why people love them 

USAFacts
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Session 1 : Intro Why people love them 

Studies show that students 
that ride on Diesel Buses 

have a higher rate of 
respiratory illnesses 

including asthma.  
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The End 


